
Where should I revise? 
When you revise effectively, you pull information from  

your long term memory and strengthen it in your working  

memory. You may also be finding gaps in your long term  

memory and closing them by thinking hard about  

new information in your working memory. 

 

Your working memory can only hold a small amount of 

information at once. In order to revise and learn 

effectively, you should use techniques which stop your 

working memory from becoming overwhelmed. 

 

Anything that you are currently experiencing or paying 

attention to takes up space in your working memory. 

One way that you can free up space in your working 

memory is by working in an environment which is free 

from distractions. 

 

When creating a space to revise: 

Do: Don’t: 

✓ …work in a tidy environment where you have 

the tools you need to revise effectively. 

✓ …work in a quiet environment.  
✓ …put your phone in another room or use an 

app on your which blocks social media. 

✓ …work in a space which you only use for home 

study, schoolwork or revision. 

X …work in a cluttered environment. 

 

X …distract yourself with (loud) music or noise. 

X …work near your phone or other devices which 
can access social media. 

X …work in the same space where you relax. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Long term memory: 

An endless library written with fading ink! 

 

Working memory: 

Your mental desk: what you’re 
currently thinking about 

An example of an effective revision space: 
 

 

 

A quiet environment, such as a 

classroom or library 

A drink, such as a glass 

of water 

The pens and pencils 

you will need to revise 

A chair which is similar to the chair you use 

at school (not a sofa or bed) 

Put your phone on silent 

if you will need to use it 

or put it in another 

room. 

The resources you will need to revise 

using your chosen method 


